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Overview

This document describes the installation and data-acquisition of a permanently installed ground-wave 
velocity measurement system at the NEES Garner Valley field site.

A controllable solenoid-activated 'hammer' with a striking 'anvil' is installed in a borehole at 5m depth. 
In separate boreholes some meters away sets of geophones are installed and connected to a data-
acquisition system.  
Once daily, and in a timed sequence following locally detected significant ground motion, the hammer 
is swung (or 'pinged') and the geophone motion is recorded.

Physical Setup

The equipment setup is part of the NEES permanently instrumented field site at Lake Hemet in the 
Garner Valley. The current installation uses three borehole which were drilled during the initial build-
out of the site in 2004. These boreholes straggle the instrumented SFSI structure at the site.
The diagram below shows the basic layout 

           (this is a pseudo-cross-section as viewed from the door of the instrumentation hut)

Refer to the available site characterization data for details of the soil composition in the top several 
meters of the site.

The three boreholes are in a line that bisects the center of the SFSI foundation slab in a nominally NW-
SE direction (from hammer-source to geophones, approx true heading of 146o).



The cabling from the 'hammer' and the geophones is brought from the top of the boreholes to the metal 
junction box at the front-right corner of SFSI structure and from there into the instrumentation-hut via 
underground conduit entering the hut through the stainless steel trough-box on the side of the building.
Inside the hut the cables connect to the hammer-controller circuit board and to the Kinemetrics Granite 
Data-Acquisition system.

The geophone signals are carried in a single bundle (6-pair Belkin cable):

Name Location Depth Cable pair Granite Chan# SEED Channel Name
EW2(a) Near hole 5m Brown/black 21 sfsi_HHZ_22
EW2(b) Near hole 2m Yellow/black 22 sfsi_HHZ_21
EW4(a) Far hole 5m Green/black 23 sfsi_HHZ_42
EW4(b) Far hole 2m Blue/Black 20 sfsi_HHZ_41

The hammer assembly has a separate cable bundle for signals and controls as well as a 14-awg pair for 
supplying 12V power.

Function Cable pair Notes
Main charging/solenoid power Separate 14-AWG cable
Control for solid-state charging relay Brown/Black
Up-swing control signal Green/Black
Down-swing control signal Blue/Black
Accelerometer 12V power Red/Black
Accelerometer signal Yellow/Black

The accelerometer is hooked-up to Granite channel #24 and is SEED named sfsi_HNZ_11.

(SEED channels listed above as Hxy_ab (200sps) will be Exy_ab when recorded at 2ksps)
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Granite Hook-up

The five sensor channels (the four geophones and the anvil-plate accelerometer in the hammer 
assembly) are recorded by the Granite. Channels 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 are used.

The Granite is configure with 40 virtual channels made up of the 36 physical channels sampled 
continuously at 200sps and four of the Velocity measurement channels (21-24) additionally sampled at 
2ksps on an sta/lta triggered even basis.

Details of the Granite configuration is captured in an Appendix.



The Hammer hardware and the Controller

The downhole source or 'hammer' is based on two solenoid-driven masses (one which strikes upward 
and one that strikes down) and a center mass-plate or anvil.

Working from a 12V supply, a high-voltage up-
converter DC-DC converter (at the wellhead, not 
part of the downhole tool) charges the Capacitor.

Once charged, one of two hi-voltage solid-state 
relays (one is visible in the photo, the other is 
around the back) is turned on to dump the energy 
into the solenoid coil which accelerates the 
center mass actuator towards the strike-plate 
'anvil'.

The tool shown when installed is encased in a 
sealed cylindrical metal casing and held firmly 
against the boreholes pvc casing with a 
pressurized bladder system.

The cabling from the downhole tool to the 
surface junction box contains the high-voltage 
charging voltage to the capacitor, the up-swing 
and down-swing relay control circuits and the 
power and signal-out of the anvil-plate 
accelerometer.

In the surface junction-box the accelerometer 
cabling and up/down relay controls are spliced 
on to the instrumentation hut. This junction-box 
contains the 12Vin (relay controlled on/off) → 
high-voltage out DC/DC converter, with the 12V 
and the control of the charge-up relay coming 
from the instrumentation hut (see the wiring table 
in an earlier section).

The operation of the hammer is executed by a 
configurable uProcessor based controller. This controller 
is ethernet connected and operation and configuration is 
accessed by a simple menu-driven telnet interface.

This system controls the three basic relays (charge-up, 
up-swing, down-swing) and an overall power-supply 
relay which allows the 12V to the tool (both charging 
circuit and accelerometer) to be turned on and off 
remotely.
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assembly

Uncovered “Hammer” Tool



  
Telnet to the controller for the  menu interface:

     __________________________________
     Velocity Controller X1.3 (9/29/10)

Aux-power is ON
(state#1) Initial Power-up time: 30000mS
(state#2) Wait fixed 0.5s
(state#3) Up-swing time        : 60mS
(state#4) Post-swing wait time : 10000mS
(state#5) ReCharge time        : 10000mS
(state#6) Wait fixed 0.5s
(state#7) Down-swing time      : 60mS
(state#8) Post-swing wait time : 10000mS

Loop-iteration count set to 1

1. Run test sequence
2. Turn-on aux power
3. Turn-off aux power
4. System Configuration

  Enter selection:

The Sesnors

The Geophones are passive velocity sensors. 
The sensors used are Geospace GS-20DX 14 hz,  They are set for 70% 
damping.

They are installed in the preinstalled ~2” inclinometer casings some 2.5m and 
4.8m from the source tool borehole.
Each casing has two geophones, one at 2m and one at 5m depth.

The sensors are tightly coupled to the casing by a heavy 'spring-loop' 
attached to the body with a stainless hose clamp as can be seen opposite.

The hammer-tool accelerometer is a single-axis capacitive type, series 
3701,  from PCB Piezotronics. The sensitivity is 100mV/g with a full scale 
of +/-20g and a nominally flat response DC to beyond 100Hz.

 Shows whether the main 12V 
to the tool is ON or OFF

The current sequence timing parameters, 
these parameters are adjusted by use of 

menu item #4

This is the settable number of hammer sequences to 
be done for each “run test” execution

The four menu options



Appendix I : Sensor Datasheets





Appendix II : Granite Configuration

The 36-channel Granite is configured (using the Layout Wizard) as a 40 virtual-channel, 36 physical-
channel simple event recorder with a Text-format Data Archiver. 

This gives the number of virtual channels required to have all 36 real channels sampled continuously at 
200sps and four additional channels to be assigned the four major velocity measurement sensors at 
2ksps.

The 'System Operation' web form can then be used to assign the physical channels and sample-rates to 
the 40 virtual channels.

The basic Layout Wizard 'Simple Event Recorder' template is not, however, the system operation 
required. This template will have 40x trigger detections feeding a voter to an event only recorder.

What is required is a continuous recorder of all 36-physical channels at 200sps and an event only 
recording of the 4x 2000sps channels based on a trigger from the hammer-accelerometer. In addition 
for the GVDA setup the primary data-recording blocks should be Ring-Buffer-Servers.



The Layout pictured below is the desired final configuration.

To achieve this a number of edits to the generic layout/config generated by the Layout Wizard are 
required.

1. The filters/triggers into the voter from all virtual-channels 1-36 must be removed leaving only 
four channel-extractors, filters and trigger blocks. (this can be done by editing the layout.cfg 
file)

2. A Ring-Buffer-Server module is added and connected to the “dig1” source which is all available 
channels. In the RB Server configuration form select only 200sps for recording

3. A second Ring-Buffer-Server module is added and connected to the voter output. The config of 
the RB Server needs to specify a unique ring-buffer directory and port number and 2000sps 
channels only should be selected for recording.



Appendix III : Initial Results

Based on a number of individual hammer 'pings' and a simple cross-correlation to find the time 
displacement of the signals between the sensors, the following preliminary baseline results are 
presented:

Near_5m to Near_2m is  0.004500 seconds
Near_5m to Far_5m  is  0.022000 seconds
Near_2m to Far_5m  is  0.017000 seconds
Far_5m  to Near_2m is -0.017000 seconds
Hammer  to Near_5m is  0.010000 seconds
Hammer  to Near_2m is  0.014500 seconds
Hammer  to Far_5m  is  0.032000 seconds 

(One important and potentially significant condition to remember when looking at these early results is 
that the 'Hammer' sensor is acceleration while the 'Near' and 'Far' transducers are velocity 
measurements. Additional work is required to produce a velocity record from hammer sensors, any 
phase change in the waveform introduced by this operation will affect the times (and so calculated 
propagation velocities) relative to the 'hammer').


